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ABSTRACT 
We give a general result true for locally compact groups which in the special case of the integers ays 
that if a sequence of natural numbers (kJnm, is uniformly distributed on Z and for each irrational 
number o the sequence (< k,a >),“=, is uniformly distributed module one, then (k&m, is a set of 
Poincare recurrence. We then show there are indeed a number families of sequences with this 
property. 
A.M.S. Classifications: 11 D99,ll K41, and 11 K55 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and let k = (Ic,)~~, be a sequence 
contained in a semigroup S contained in G. We say k = (k,),M_ 1 is Hartman 
uniform distributed [Ha] if for each non-trivial character x in the dual group G 
of G we have 
(1) Jr& ; 5 X(k,) = 0. 
n-l 
Equivalently k = (k,),:, is Hartman uniformly distributed on G if it is uni- 
formly distributed on the Bohr compactification G of G. It is known [BRR] that 
there are Hartman uniformly distributed sequences in any locally compact 
Abelian group if the cardinality of the group G does not exceed that of the real 
numbers however explicit examples do not appear to be plentyful in the litera- 
ture. The examples in Theorem 4 provide several interesting new classes. 
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For a set X let p denote a a-algebra of its subsets and let p be a probability 
measure defined on them. We say a measurable map T from X to itself is meas- 
ure preserving if for any element A of ,6, denoting by T-' A the set 
{x E X : TX E A}, we have p(T-‘A) = p(A) for all A in /3. The property (1) 
can be used to derive the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Suppose k = (kj)Jz 1 is Hartman untformly distributed on a locally 
compact abelian group G, containing a semigroup S containing k. Suppose 
(T&E, is a semigroup of measurable measure preserving transformations of a 
probability space (X, /3, p) and that A is an element of p of positive ,LL measure. 
Then 
The existence of the limit is part of the statement of Theorem 1. Henceforth for 
simplicity we confine attention to G = Z. Recall that a sequence of real num- 
bers (x,,),:, is said to be uniformly distributed modulo one, if denoting the 
fractional part of a real number x by < x >, for each interval Z that is closed on 
the left and open on the right we have 
Here XI denotes the characteristic function of the interval Z and ]Z] denotes its 
Lebesgue measure. As no ambiguity should arise, for a finite set F we denote its 
cardinality also by IF]. We say a sequence of integers k = (I$),: 1 is uniformly 
distributed on Z if for each integer m in N and each integer 1 in [0, m - l] n Z 
we have 
,$i”, k]{f E [0, N - 1) r3 Z : kj z lmodm}] = h, 
In the case G = Z Theorem 1 has the following special case. 
Theorem 2. Suppose for the strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers 
k = (k,),: , that it is untformly distributed on Z andfor each irrational number cy 
that (< k,cr >),E= is untformly distributed modulo one. Suppose now that 
(X, p, p, T) is a particular measure preserving dynamical system. Then for each 
Bin p with p(B) > 0, we have 
We say a set of natural numbers S has positive Banach density B(S) if there 
exists a sequence of intervals (Zk)kmX 1 in N with Zk = [ak, bk] n N and bk - ak 
tending to infinity as k tends to infinity such that 
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and for any other sequence of intervals (Z,‘!,” I in N such that ]Z,ll tends to in- 
finity as k tends to infinity we have 
liE;p !S$ 5 B(S). 
k 
Following [F p. 721 we say a sequence of natural numbers k = (kj)jz, is a se- 
quence of Poincare recurrence if given any measure preserving dynamical sys- 
tem on a probability space (X, /3, ZL, T) and any set A in p of positive measure 
there exists an element k of k such that 
(4 p(A n T-kA) > 0. 
More particularly we say a sequence of natural numbers k = (kn),E, is a se- 
quence of strong recurrence if there exists an element k of k and a positive con- 
stant y possibly dependent on A such that 
&4 n rkA) > 7. 
For instance Theorem 2 tells us that given E > 0, any sequence of integers sa- 
tisfying its hypothesis is strongly recurrent with y = p(A) 2 - E for any positive 
E less than p(A) 2. 
We say a sequence k of positive integers is a set of intersectivity if given any 
set of natural numbers S of positive Banach density B(S) there exists an integer 
k in k such that we can find sr and s2 both in S satisfying 
(3) k = SI - s2. 
For sequences of positive integers k = (k,),: 1 the conditions of being Poincare 
recurrent and intersective are equivalent [Be]. As a consequence of Theorem 2, 
using that (2) implies (3), we have the following result. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that the sequence of integers k = (kj),t , satisjies the hy- 
pothesis of Theorem 2. Let S be any subset of the natural numbers ofpositive Ba- 
nach density B(S). Then there is a real number 6 in (0, l] such thatfor each su$i- 
ciently large natural number N a proportion not less than 6 of k’s in {ki, . . . , kn} 
can be expressed in the form (3) for appropriate SI and s2 in S. 
Some new examples of sequences of integers that are Hartman uniformly dis- 
tributed are given by Theorem 4. Henceforth [x] denotes the integer part of the 
real number x. 
Theorem 4. The sequence of integers (k,),: , satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 
2 in any one of the following cases: 
(i) k, = [P(n)] where P(x) = CQ + Q~X + . + akxk and the real numbers 
Wr..., ‘Yk are not all rational multiples of the same real number; 
(ii) k, = [PCpJl h w ere P(x) denotes a polynomial satisfying the conditions in 
(i) andp, denotes te nrh rationalprime; 
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(iii) k, = [f(n)] where f(z) d eno t es a non-polynomial entire function which is 
real on the real numbers and such that ) f (z) 1 << e@gZ)” with Q < 4 
(iv) k, = [f(PJl where f( ) z is as in (iii) andp, denotes the n th rationalprime; 
and 
(9 k, = Wf or an y non-integer greater than one. 
The list given in Theorem 4 is not likely to be exhaustive. In [Na] we classified 
all polynomial C$ mapping the integers to themselves uch that (4(n)),:, and 
(c#Q~)),“~ are intersective. These examples are however slightly different in 
nature from those considered in Theorem 4 in as much as they aren’t Hartman 
uniform distributed and this necessitates certain additional complications. For 
other approaches to theorems like these and related results see [Bo], [KM], [S] 
and [F]. We now prove a theorem which enables us to generate more examples 
of sequences that satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 5. Suppose a sequence of natural numbers k = (k,,),oO, , satisfies the hy- 
pothesis of Theorem 2. Suppose its compliment k = N \ k, ordered by size has 
’ positive density, that is 
liminf Ikn [I, N)l > 0. 
N-cc N 
Then k also satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2. 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 2. To establish Theorem 2 we need a couple of lemmas. See 
[w] and [Nil respectively. 
Lemma 6. A sequence of real numbers (xj)jr, is uniformly distributed modulo 
one ifand only iffor each integer h other than zero we have 
Lemma 7. A strictly increasing sequence of integers (kj)jz, is uniformly dis- 
tributed on Z and only iffor each rational number 9 other than zero in [O, 1) we 
have 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2. We say a sequence (m) ,” _-oo is 
positive definite if for any sequence of complex numbers (zn) ,“= _-oc only finitely 
many of whose terms are non-zero we have 
Suppose that f is an element of L2(X, ,/3, CL) and let U : L2 + L2 be the linear 
isometry defined pointwise by Uf(x) = f(Tx). Let <, > denote the standard 
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inner product defined on L* and, denoting by U” the adjoint of U, for negative 
integers n, let U” denote (U*)‘“‘. Then since for each sequence (zn) ‘?,‘, only a 
finite number of whose terms are non-zero we have 
the sequence r, = < U”f, f > (n E Z) is positive definite and hence by Her- 
glotz theorem characterising positive definite sequences [Ka p. 381 there exists a 
positive measure wf such that 
i-,=-c U”f,f >= J Z”dWf(2). (n E N) T 
Now for each natural number IV, the complex function $ Cr=, z” is equal to 1 
if z = 1, and it tends to 0 for all other z on T as N tends to infinity. This means 
that if 
‘hf (xl = ;nclf (T”X)> (N= 1,2,...) 
then < ANf, f > tends to wf({ 1)) as N tends to infinity. By the mean ergodic 
theorem however, for f in L*, if nr f is the projection off onto the Tinvariant 
subspace of L* then ANf tends to n,f in L2 norm as N tends to infinity. This 
means that < nTf, f > = wf( { 1)) and so, by Cauchy’s inequality, 
Write wf = wi + w,. where w, is the portion of wf that arises from its atoms on 
the rationals only. This means that for each natural number M we have 
;g < ukn_L f >= w,({ 1)) + 
n-l J 
.(t c zkn)dwi +J 
n-l 
T,{,)& 5, Zk”)h> 
which in light of Lemmas 6 and 7 is greater than 1 &fdp I2 --E for all suffi- 
ciently large 44. Setting f = XB for Bin /3 with p(B) > 0, completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is essentially the same as that of 
Theorem 2, except that we work over a general locally compact abelian group 
instead of Z, that instead of Lemmas 6 and 7 we use (1) and instead of Herglotz 
theorem we use its generalisation characterising positive definite functions on 
the dual groups to 1.c.a. groups to be found for instance in the chapter on uni- 
form distribution on groups in [KN]. 0 
The ideas underlying Theorem 1 are also related to mean ergodic theory (cf. 
[BE]), as was brought to my attention by M. Lin. 
Proof of Theorem 4. To demonstrate this we need a number of lemmas. The 
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first is a minor variant of a lemma of I.M. Vinogradov’s [Bal p.121 proved vir- 
tually identically. 
Lemma 8. Let CI, p and S be real numbers uch that ,B is greater than a, and 6 in 
(0, $) with the interval [QI, /3] is contained inside the interval (5, 1 - S). Then there 
exists a function $, with continuous econd derivative, ofperiod one defined on the 
realnumbers with 0 _< $(t) _< 1 such that 
and that 
$(t)=Oon[fl+~,I+cr-$1 
with 
where 
lgml < Cmin{l, -! ‘}. 
m’ 6m2 
We adopt the convention of writing e(x) to represent e2*j-‘. 
Lemma 9. Suppose for a sequence of real numbers (a,),“, and a real number CY, 
for all /3 in {a + m : m E 2) \ {Z}, that we have 
WA N) = 2, e(Pa4 = o(N). 
Then we have 
j?, e(4aJ) = o(N). 
Proof: Recall that by hypothesis we have E(& N) = O(Nqa(N)) where v~(N) 
tends to zero as N tends to infinity. Let k = [(v;‘(N) logqa(N))iJ and for each 
(t= 1, 2,... , k) let I! denote the interval [y, i). We therefore have 
H$r +bd = ,g, n$l 444XA 
and so elementary estimates give 
I $, 444) I< ,$ I ,tg, e(aa&, 1 +O(Nk-‘). 
Now using the triangle inequality we have 
(4) 
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where $, denotes the bump function equal to one where ~1, is equal to one 
provided by Lemma 8 and $I,~ and 7,!~ are the bump functions equal to one on 
each of the two intervals where 0 < r+$ < 1, but now with the 6 of $+ replaced by 
4. This means that to estimate the right hand side of the above expression (4) 
we need and estimate for 
including in the case Q = 0. Using the Fourier series expansion for & we have 
and using our estimates on the size of the coefficients of $+ this is 
which by elementary estimates is 
L C(N(sup{m E N n [I, S-2)}v,+,(N)) I log6 I + NS). 
Letting S = sup{m E N n [l, E2)}~Q+m(N) completes the proof of 
Lemma 9. 0 
Theorem 4 (i)-(vi) are consequences of [WI, [Rh], [Ba2] and [VdC] respectively 
from which it follows straighforwardly that C,“=, e(@c,) = o(N) if ,D # 0 for 
each sequence (k,) ,“= ,. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Given Lemmas 6 and 7, if for non-integer real numbers p 
we let A(NPk) = C kEknj,,Nl e(@k), by hypothesis, for ,D not equal to zero we 
have lirn,v - _o; w = 0. We want to prove that for /3 not equal to zero 
lim A(NJ,E) - 0. Let A(N k) =I kn [l, N) I. Using the fact that for each ‘%-tot-- N > 
irrational o the sequence (< na >) r= 1 is uniformly distributed we readily see 
that 
A(N> k) A(N> P, @ (5) ~ N ( 
A(N, P, k)) = o(N-,) _ AW, P, k) 
A(N, ii) - A(N, k) A(N, k) 
Now letting N tend to infinity the right hand side of (5) tends to zero and since 
by assumption lim infN, m q 1 0, we see that limN, oc v = 0, as re- 
quired. 0 
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 3. Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2 and the 
fact that (2) implies (3) for a particular probability space (X, /3, p) measure 
preserving map T : X --f X and set A E p with p(A) > 0. The argument is 
entirely due to H. Furstenberg [F p. 741. It is included here at the referee’s ug- 
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gestion to indicate how Theorem 3 is related to Theorem 2. Let R = (0, l}N. We 
endow R with a metric by setting 
for arbitrary x = (x(n)), >, and y = (y( (n)), >, in R. The corresponding topol- 
ogy coincides with the Tyhonov product topology on R. Let T : R + R be the 
shift map for w in R by 
(Tw)(n) = w(n + 1). 
Let n = Is (the indicator function of the set S c N which we assume to have 
positive Banach density). This may be viewed a point in 0 in the obvious way. 
Let X denote the closure of { T”v}~> 1 in R and let A = {w E X : w(1) = I}. 
Then there is a measure on Xsuch that p(A) > 0. This is because if we set 
(k = I, 2...) 
(where S, denotes the delta measure X supported at x) and (Zk)k> , is a collec- 
tion of intervals with IZkl tending to infinity as k tends to infinity, such that 
then there is a weak* limit p of {p~k}~> i, which by its construction evidently 
preserves Twith 
p(A) = iimmpk(A) = lim 4” SI ~ = B(S) > 0. 
k-cc II,‘1 
Here (I,‘), 1 1 is some subsequence of (Zk)k> , .Thus by hypothesis there exists an 
element of k of k = (k,),> , such that p(L(A n TpkA) > 0. In particular there 
exists w E A such that w(O) = w(k) = 1. Because w E X is a limit point of 
(Th77)h> 1 there exists an integer ho such that Thoq(0) = Thov(k) = 1. This is 
because Thov is near enough to w to agree to the first k + 1 places. This means 
that ho and ho + k both belong to S as required. 0 
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